We present an algorithm that produces a fused false color representation of a combined multiband IR and visual imaging system for maritime applications. Multispectral IR imaging techniques are increasingly deployed in maritime operations, to detect floating mines or to find small dinghies and swimmers during search and rescue operations. However, maritime backgrounds usually contain a large amount of clutter that severely hampers the detection of small targets. Our new algorithm deploys the correlation between the target signatures in two different IR frequency bands (3-5 and 8-12 µ m) to construct a fused IR image with a reduced amount of clutter. The fused IR image is then combined with a visual image in a false color RGB representation for display to a human operator. The algorithm works as follows. First, both individual IR bands are filtered with a morphological opening top-hat transform to extract small details. Second, a common image is extracted from the two filtered IR bands, and assigned to the red channel of an RGB image. Regions of interest that appear in both IR bands remain in this common image, while most uncorrelated noise details are filtered out. Third, the visual band is assigned to the green channel and, after multiplication with a constant (typically 1.6) also to the blue channel. Fourth, the brightness and colors of this intermediate false color image are renormalized by adjusting its first order statistics to those of a representative reference scene. The result of these four steps is a fused color image, with naturalistic colors (bluish sky and grayish water), in which small targets are clearly visible.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we discuss the problem of small low observable (dim) target detection in cluttered maritime infrared images. This problem is of interest in many maritime operations, such as the detection of floating mines or finding dinghies and swimmers during search and rescue operations.
In the literature there are many efficient algorithms for the detection and tracking of targets of significant size. However, maritime backgrounds usually contain a large amount of clutter that severely hampers the detection of small targets. Clutter may have many causes. Sea surface structure, reflection and emission changes related to incident angle variations and surface effects are standard features governing clutter behavior 3 . Sun glint and horizon effects also contribute to clutter. The existence of scanline disturbance and noise further increases the difficulty in proper detection.
Here we present a new algorithm that produces a fused false color representation of a combined multiband IR and visual imaging system. The method efficiently maps a combination of infrared and visual imagery into RGB space and yields a natural looking representation of the inspected scene. This representation makes targets more detectable, which will evidently result in improved detection performance. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a brief introduction to morphological operations is given because our new target detection is based on a morphological filter: the top-hat transform. We introduce our new method in detail in Section 3. In Section 4, some experimental results are shown. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
MORPHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS
Morphological operations are powerful non-linear filters, and they are widely used in image processing, for feature extraction, image enhancement, target detection, etc 1 . In this section we briefly define the basic morphological transformations for discrete (e.g. sampled) functions that are used in our new image fusion scheme. For an extensive introduction to mathematical morphology we refer to the literature 1, 4 . Two basic operations, dilation and erosion, are fundamental to morphological processing. Dilation is defined as:
where A and B are sets in 
Hence, the erosion of A by B is the set of all points z such that B, translated by z, is contained in A.
The combination of dilation and erosion operations yields two other important morphological operations: opening and closing. The opening A by B is the erosion of A by B, followed by a dilation of the result by B. The closing of A by B is the dilation of A by B, followed by the erosion of the result by B. They are defined by equations 3 and 4, respectively.
The top-hat operation, which plays a crucial role in our algorithm, can now be defined as
where f (special type of A) is the original image, b is a structuring element (special type of B), and h is the processed result. The top-hat operation is for instance useful to enhance or extract details in the presence of shading. In most maritime applications, we are only interested in objects which have a temperature which is high relative to the local background (small maritime targets are usually surrounded by water of a lower temperature). In infrared imagery these targets are depicted as bright spots on a darker background. So, we can use the top-hat transform to extract regions from maritime image which contain potential small targets.
METHOD
In this section, we introduce a new method that produces a fused false color representation of a combined multiband IR and visual imaging system for maritime applications. Our new algorithm deploys the correlation between the target signatures in two different IR frequency bands (3-5 and 8-12 µ m) to construct a fused IR image with a reduced amount of clutter. The fused IR image is then combined with a visual image in a false color RGB representation for display to a human operator. Fig. 1 shows the scheme of the proposed algorithm. The algorithm works as follows.
First, both individual IR bands are filtered with a morphological opening top-hat transform to extract small details. After performing the top-hat operation, we get two filtered IR bands in which potential targets remain but the background is suppressed.
Second, a common IR image is extracted from these two filtered IR bands. Regions of interest that appear in both IR bands remain in this common IR image, while most uncorrelated noise details are filtered out. In this step, we use smaller values of those two filtered IR bands to compose the common image. Because regions of interest may have small grayscale value, we may multiply the common IR image with a factor. We adopt a simple method to compute this factor: The common IR image is then assigned to the red channel of an RGB image.
Third, the visual band is assigned to the green channel and, after multiplication with a constant to the blue channel. The constant controls the proportion between green and blue channel: by changing it we can get a different appearance of the fused image. In our experiment, we set the constant equal to 1.6. 
EXPERIMENT
We tested our method on two registered multiband image sequences representing a dynamic maritime scene with three kayaks at high sea and approaching from far away. The cameras that were used to register this imagery were respectively: • .
•-r fr; • 
CONCLUSIONS
We presented a new method that efficiently maps MWIR (Radiance 3-5µm), LWIR (AIM 8-12µm) and CCD images into RGB space, and enhances the representation of small maritime targets. Moreover, this method can easily be implemented in real-time using low-cost hardware., to enhance the detectability of small targets in dynamic conditions However, this method still leaves room for further improvement, such as the selection of a suitable reference image, etc.
In our experiments, we found that the reference image determined the appearance of the final fused image.
